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Mr. Takahira and Count Cassini continue to exchange repartees
through friends or through the public press. Said the Japanese
Minister yesterday evening: . . .—Times.
It is inferred here officially and unofficially that neutral rights are
unlikely to suffer from any derangement in Morocco to which England
is a consenting party. Said a Minister:—'American interests are not
large enough in Morocco to induce us to . . .'—Times.
With verbs other than satd, this form of inversion is still
more decidedly a thing to be left to the poets. 'Appears
Verona'; 'Rose a nurse of ninety years'; but not
Comes a new translation ... in four neat olive-green volumes.—
Journal of Education.
(ii) The inverted conditionals should, had, could, would, were,
did, being recommended by brevity and a certain neatness,
are all more or less licensed by modern usage. It is worth
while, however, to name them in what seems to be their order
of merit. Should I, from its frequency, is without taint of
archaism; but could and would, and, in a less degree, had,
are apt to betray their archaic character by the addition of
but ('would he but consent'); and were and did are felt to be
slightly out of date, even without this hint.
I should be, therefore, worse than a fool, did I object.—scott.
Did space allow, I could give you startling proof of this.—Times.
(iii) Always, after performing inversion of any kind, the
novice should go his rounds, and see that all is shipshape.
For want of this precaution, a writer who was no novice,
particularly in the matter of inversion, produces such curiosi-
ties as these:
Be this a difference of inertia, of bulk or of form, matters not to the
argument.—spencer.
It is true that, disagreeing with M. Comte, though I do, in all those
fundamental views that are peculiar to him, I agree with him in sundry
minor views.—spencer.
We shall venture on removing the comma before 'though';
but must leave it to connoisseurs in inversion to decide between
the rival attractions of 'disagree with M. Comte though I do'
and 'disagreeing . . . though I am*. 'Though I do', in spite

